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Dear Niveshaks,

This month, Niveshak brings to you yet another interesting edition comprising of

a rich variety of articles from the finance domain. The Book review section covers

a brief summary on ‘Cashflow Quadrant’ by Robert T. Kiyosaki. Previously in the

January 2019 edition of the magazine we had reviewed ’Rich Dad Poor Dad’ for

our readers from the same writer. You can visit the past archives of the magazine

at www.niveshak.org.

The TMTW section brings to you a quick summary of the latest happenings of the

past month covering Modi government’s expected fiscal stimulus to revive

economic growth, in it’s second term, demise of Jet Airways and the looming

question of Indian Aviation market, India receiving its first full time woman finance

minister, Ms. Nirmala Sitharaman, RBI releasing its vision document on

payments system for a ‘Cash Lite’ society amongst other top news.
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The FinFails section this month,

covers the Ketan Parekh scam. A

protégé of Harshad Mehta, the

mastermind who pulled a scam on the

Indian stock markets in 1991-92, we

bring to you, Ketan Parekh’s modus

operandi and subsequent fallout from

the scam.

The FinGyan section presents the

growth story of the Indian Banking

sector: challenges and opportunities.

It is a contribution by PGP 2017

participants of IIM Shillong, Raghav

Aggarwal and Amit Kumar Das.

The Classroom section attempts to

clear the readers’ fundamentals of

‘Mortgage backed securities’. These

structured products played a major

role in the world financial crisis of

2008.

As every month, the NIF section

brings to you the current standing of

the Niveshak Investment Fund. We

wish you, our readers, a happy

reading experience.

Stay Invested,

Team Niveshak
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THE MONTH 

THAT WAS

has been largely stagnant.

Nirmala Sitharaman joined as the

first full time woman finance

minister

With a brief stint in the finance ministry

in 2014, Nirmala Sitharaman would be

serving as the full time finance minister

in Modi government’s second term.

She has taken over this role at a time

when there is enormous pressure on

government to revive the economic

slowdown. Speculations on economic

reforms focusing privatisation of state

assets and relaxation of labour rules

for business are being made.

Demise of Jet Airways has

questioned the sustainability of

Indian aviation market

Once country’s biggest private airline,

Jet Airways suspended its operations

amidst financial mess. This has

happened in a time when India is

registering fastest growth in air

passengers. The reasons for this tragic

fall are attributed to the cut throat

competition in fares due to price

sensitive Indian flyers.

Aiming at a ‘cash-lite’ society, RBI

released its vision document on

payment systems

RBI released its vision document to

ensure safe, convenient, quick and

affordable e-payment system as digital

transactions are expected to increase

more than 4 times in December

2021.This move is expected to

empower payment system providers

while providing easy transactions for

the customers.

10 year Treasury note yield dipped

to lowest in 19 months as US China

trade tensions grew

Bond markets in US were hit as the tax

rate on $200 billion worth Chinese

imports was hiked from 10% to 25%.

This has led the players operating in

trade-exposed sectors to look for

alternate supply chains. As President

Trump gave signs that the trade

tensions will last longer than expected,

effects were seen in Treasury note

yield.

Source: FactSet

Modi government expected to

deliver fiscal stimulus in its second

term to revive economic growth

As Indian economy loses the top spot

of fastest growing economy to China,

Modi government in its second term is

expected to boost economic growth

through fiscal stimulus while keeping

the deficit at manageable levels. RBI

may support the government by

lowering the interest rates since inflation

[6]
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Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance:

Indian markets have been one of the best performing in the global context thus far in the

calendar year 2019 (CY19), with the S&P BSE Sensex rallying nearly 11 percent. The mid-and

small-cap indices, however, have been laggards. While the S&P BSE Mid-cap index slipped

around 2.5 percent during this period, the S&P BSE Small-cap index has gained a modest 2

percent.

The stock market rally in CY19 has been led by foreign institutional investors (FIIs), who have

pumped Rs 74,981 crore thus far into equities on a year-to-date (YTD) basis. They had

withdrawn a net Rs 2,263 crore in the corresponding period in 2018. Mutual funds, on the other

hand, have mostly been fence-sitters. They have invested Rs 3,858 crore into equities (YTD), as

compared to an investment of Rs 59,372 crore in the same period in 2018.

The Modi administration, due to take office today, is expected to announce measures to arrest

an economic slowdown. The prime minister is also likely to focus on infrastructure development

and spending on agriculture to buoy the rural economy. Overseas investors pumped in a net

amount of Rs 9,031 crore into the Indian capital markets in May on expectations of more

business-friendly measures following the BJP's landslide victory in the general elections.

On the global front, US-China trade wars along with rising in oil price will determine the further

trend. Niveshak members continue to remain optimistic about equity markets.

As on 31th July 2017

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMACE EVALUATION
As on 31st May, 2019

Total Investment Value:  10, 00,000

Current Portfolio Value: 21,63,980

Change in Portfolio Value: 1.10%

Change in Sensex: 1.88%

Risk Measures:

Standard Deviation NIF:  16.04

Standard Deviation Sensex: 14.03

Sharpe Ratio: 0.99 (Sensex: 0.94)

Cash Remaining: 37,788



NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

TOP LOSERS FOR THE MONTH

• Blue Dart (-16.76%)
• Lupin (-14.80%)
• Westlife Development (-12.31%)

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT & 
MONTHLY PERFORMANCE

Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight

TOP GAINERS FOR THE MONTH

• Asian Granito (34.81%)
• ADF Foods (17.88%)
• Indiabulls Housing (17.88%)



COVER STORY

OF VOTER & VITT



in 2019 has been driven by a sharp

spike in the vote share. With roughly

38% of the total votes polled the

BJP’s vote share is only marginally

lower than that of congress in 1989

(39.5%),the last time party reached

close to 40% vote share nationally.

The figure below represents the

dominance of BJP and INC in vote

base over the years.

BJP has been, in the past two

performances, able to bridge the

urban-rural divide, increasing its vote

share in rural, semi urban and highly

urban constituencies (Rural

constituencies are defined in India as

the constituencies with less than

30% urban population and semi-

urbans as between the populations of

30% and 60%

The figure also depicts how the vote

share base for the major parties

across the nation has changed over

the course of time. But what and how

[10]

OF VOTER 

AND VITT

India had its general assembly

elections recently, whose results were

announced on 23rd of May. The 2019

General assembly elections which are

the biggest elections across the world,

hold a very significant importance as

they decide who sits in India’s lower

house of the parliament “The Lok

Sabha” also known as “The house of

people”.

The 2019 Lok Sabha verdict is historic

in more than one ways. Mr. Narendra

Modi became for the first time a Non

Congress person to be India’s Prime

Minister for two consecutive five-year

term. The Modi wave across the

nation led the BJP to win absolute

majority on its own for the first time

since 1980 and 1984. The BJP victory
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exists an underpinning for starting

point of the valuation. At 18*P/E the

current P/E looks good relative to

current macro backdrops that exists

in the market, but there seems to be

a potential for valuation to be

overshot in the upcoming terms.

But what does history suggest for

the pre election rallies that have

been there for so long of a time?

The Indian equities have traded

really well when the country heads

into the elections and looking at the

current trends, same can be

expected from the market. NIFTY

rallied and outperformed the broader

regional index in five out of the six

general elections which have

happened since 1996 & had been

consistent on averaging to 13% and

5% returns (three months and one

month just before the election

results were to be announced). This

had been happening over the course

of time for a very simple reason

which can be cited as the promise of

a stable government by the

coalitions. We expected nothing

different this time as Modi wave hit

the market soaring for the promise

of an absolute majority government

and people keeping a persistent

faith in the incumbent government.

But major movements in markets

during pre election rallies were

dominated by sectors which are

impacted by cyclical companies. For

e.g. banks, industrials, materials,

autos performed well while

consumer staples, utilities etc lagged.

[11]

has the elections in world’s biggest

democracy has to offer to the financial

markets and the investors in the

sector. As stated by multiple

strategist’s across India, elections do

not really have a strong impact on the

markets. It is a common belief that

elections do not really have any

impact on short term investments, up-

to six to 12 months. The impact rather

comes into the picture on a long term

basis when there is a policy change in

the country.

Some experts in the country believe

that the private bank stocks that have

been rising in the past years might

rise at the same pace irrespective of

the government in power while some

believe that the above statement is far

from being true. But there is also a lot

that goes on before the elections

actually happen in the nation.

The “Catch-up” or the pre election

rallies, which are believed to raise

the country to being overweight.

The pre-election rallies are driven by

FII inflows for Indian equity markets.

In the months of February and March,

Nifty rallied 8% and recovered 65% of

its YTD underperformance as

compared to the region. Foreign

inflows were notably picked up with

FII net buying US $4.5 billion as

market expectations of a potentially

stable government rose in the recent

weeks. Looking at the current macro

& market set ups most of the metrics

looked much better as compared to

that of the 2014 rallies for both pre &

post election movements. But there
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While if we look stylistically, value

stocks & mid caps have been the ones

that have outperformed during election

era in India. Looking specifically at the

previous election in 2014, we note that

‘Value’ & mid-cap stocks performed

well heading into elections while

‘quality’ stocks with stronger balance

sheets & stable growth lagged. In

other words, investors sheltering in

‘safe havens’ or ‘quality’ stocks start to

rotate into ‘value’ & ‘cyclical’ parts of

markets as election uncertainty starts

to fade. This insight informs our sector

& stock preferences.

Market volatility tends to rise in the

run-up to elections & falls post

elections while foreign flows pick

up as election uncertainty fades.

Given the political uncertainty & news

flow regarding opinion polls & political

alliances around elections, volatility

typically tends to rise in the run-up to

election & falls post election. In terms

of flows, we note that foreign flows

have generally picked up close to

elections as uncertainty fades & picks

up meaningfully after the elections.

But how does current election

compare with recent past episodes?

While the historical analysis is helpful

to see how markets have typically

traded in previous elections, we

compare the current macro and

market set-up to previous elections

(particularly to the 2014 elections) to

gauge similarities and differences

which inform our view about the likely

market reaction in coming months.

Performance & flows have so far lagged

typical pre-election rallies but are

“catching up”. We note from various

reports that current pre-election rally

had started much later & has been

shallower than typical past rallies.

Foreign flows have also recently

picked up & are “catching up” with

previous trends. In our view, the

“delay” has largely been because,

this time around, current government

has been a stable majority

government (as opposed to coalition

governments previously when

markets rallied on hope of stability) &

the risk of a potentially less stable

government (a lower majority) had

kept most foreign investors on the

side-lines until recently.

DALAL Street has always been

infamous for its knee jerk reactions

to election outcomes. The signs of

what was in store were visible after

the exit polls showed that the ruling

party might be in for a shock thus

plummeting the stocks by about 2

percent.

Market sentiments are really

important to be gauged in this

scenario, for they are the governing

authority over here, and these

sentiments are present the perfect

near term ideas for investors to

participate in rallies. We cite some of

them as : 1) Nifty call options 2)

Value cyclical and 3) Oversold

quality mid caps.

In a nutshell, the election season

presented the investors with

humongous opportunities

[12]
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FINFAILS
Ketan Parekh Scam



created a 200% annual return on

some stocks. The Indian markets

again made the headlines only to

realise that there was no change in

the fundamentals, the market was up

purely because of an excellent plot.

Mehta’s Protégé:

Having learnt all the important skills

from his mentor, Ketan Parekh was

still different from Harshad Mehta.

Parekh was soft spoken, humble and

had a very simple lifestyle. His

competitors however, describe him as

shrewd and ruthless, he would play

his game so subtly that no one could

comprehend his move; he would take

the market by storm and raise or drop

the prices of stocks in an instant,

suddenly making lots of money. Not to

doubt his calibre , Mr. Parekh was a

chartered accountant by professional

training. He entered into the markets

by managing his family’s brokerage

business. He experienced quick

success in his career and was friends

with international celebrities Kerry

Packer. In fact, both of them had

started a venture capital with an intent

of funding start-ups in India.

Modus Operandi

Ketan Parekh invested in the

Information, Communication and

Entertainment sector i.e. the ICE

sector. This is no surprise since he

entered into the market when the

world was betting on the internet

companies, it was the dot-com era.

What happened essentially is that he

India is a pool of market masterminds

who know how to make money, no

matter how strict the rules are or how

punitive their actions might result in.

They will and have always found a

way to make more money by timing

their moves. They are smart, cunning

and shrewd.

The first in the Indian list of market

masterminds is the Gujarati stock

broker Mr. Harshad Mehta. During his

time (1991-92) the Indian markets

skyrocketed by rising 4000%, only to

fall, thereby disrupting the entire

equity market. While Mr. Mehta’s ploy

has been greatly discussed among the

market players, a less discussed

figure is another Gujarati broker, who

was actually Mehta’s protégé, Mr.

Ketan Parekh. The former has been

more popular because the mass

impact his scam had on markets.

Harshad Mehta’s securities scam

affected the market ecosystem as a

whole, right from the banks, the

exchanges, the institutional investors

as well as the retail investors;

everyone lost money.

However, a few years later (2001) Mr.

Parekh’s scam hit the market, though

it didn’t impact the major players, it

was greater than Mehta’s securities

fraud in value terms. Parekh single
handedly drove the stock market, he had

[14]

Ketan Parekh 

Scam
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There were two major problems with

Parekh’s style of investment:

• He was privy to inside information

from promoters of these

companies and was accepting

money from them in order to drive

the share prices up

• He was also involved in

embezzling large amount of cash

from the Madhavapura Mercantile

Commercial Bank (MMCB)

It is said that he bribed the officials in

order to increase the limit of margin

lending. The bank extended credit to

him and the collateral would be

collected later. This made the lending

unsecured for that interim period.

The Fallout

Ketan Parekh also traded in the

Calcutta Stock exchange which was

less regulated. He had a network of

broker’s who held on to the stocks and

were paid commission to do so.

However, the market experienced a

major sell off spree and Parekh was

left out of cash. The total loss is

estimated to be around 2000 crores.

He was arrested and barred from

trading at BSE for 15 years

invested in those IT stocks which were

anyway growing, given the IT boom,

hence people believed that the stocks

he picked were rising due to better

fundamentals, whereas this was not

the case.

Ketan Parekh actually picked up

stocks which had a low market

capitalization and low liquidity. He

invested heavily on these shares and

continued fictitious trading with his

own network of companies. As the

shares went up, people invested more

in these stocks which drove the prices

even higher. As the share value

reached its peak, Parekh liquidated

his holdings thereby reaping massive

profits.

Ketan Parekh repeatedly invested in

10 stocks which came to be known as

the K-10 stocks:

• Global Telesystems

• Zee Telefilms

• HFCL Silverline

• Satyam Computers

• Aftek Infosys

• DSQ Software

• Ranbaxy

• Pentamedia Graphics

• Visual Soft

Sometimes Digital Global and SSI are

also included in the K-10 stocks.

[15]
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Pillars of Growth in Indian Banking

Sector

It is vital for a bank to enhance its

depositor base as it helps banks

garner ample risk-free, cheap retail

deposits, reducing their dependence

on volatile, costly money market

funding and allowing them to issue

more credit through low cost . In the

recent years, government policies

have given considerable significance

to financial inclusion, and it is

imperative to realise that financial

inclusion is as important for the

banking sector as it is for the

economy and masses in general.

Challenge: Financial Inclusion

Financial Inclusion is the pursuit of

making financial services accessible

at affordable costs to all individuals

and businesses, irrespective of the

net worth and size, respectively.

Financial Inclusion is measured

through the following 3 dimensions:

• Access to Financial Services

• Usage of Financial Services

• Quality of Products and Service

Delivery

[16]

Banking Sector in

India – Challenges &

Opportunities

- Raghav Agarwal & Amit Kumar 

Das, IIM Shillong

India: A Growth Story

According to World Bank’s projection,

India’s economy will grow at 7.3% in

the fiscal year 2018-19 and 7.5% in

the fiscal year 2019-20. The Indian

economy is recovering from the

impact of various structural reforms,

and growth is expected to revert to its

previous heights. The median age of

population in the country is around 28

years with a high rate of growth

towards urbanization and improving

education levels. By 2030, India would

be home to the largest working

population in the world with growth in

the tier 2/3/4 cities. The size of the

Indian economy is expected to

continue the phenomenal pace

experienced over the last 15 years in

the next decade as well.

Source: Oxford Economics
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“Most bank accounts opened in one

week as part of the Financial

Inclusion Campaign is 18,096,130.”

Factor 3: Enrolments for Kisan

Credit Card

Kisan Credit Card implemented in

1998 is one of the relevant

parameters to gauge the inclusion of

rural-area individuals into the formal

banking channel.

Source: Reserve Bank of India

Factor 4: Debit Card Ownership (%

Age 15+)

In terms of growth rate, India has

shown an appreciable amount of

increment as compared to other

markets. The penetration though is

lack-lustre.

Source: Global Findex Database

Factor 5: No. of ATM’s (per 10000

Adults)

Number of ATM’s shows the presence

of banking channel services and

penetration across the country. India is

[17]

State of Financial Inclusion in

Indian Banking Sector

The below mentioned 17 parameters

can gauge the current scenario of

financial inclusion in India divided

among:

• Individual Clients

• Institutional Clients

Scenario for Individual Clients

Factor 1: Domestic Credit provided

by Financial Sector as % of GDP

This includes all credit to various

sectors on a gross basis. India’s

numbers have been steady for the

past few years but are significantly

lower than the global average.

Source: data.worldbank.org

Factor 2: BSBDA (Basic Savings

bank deposit accounts)

Prime Minister’s Jan Dhan Yojana has

given a large boost to this figure. India

earned a place in the Guinness Book

of World Records with a citation:

Source: Reserve Bank of India
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is lagging behind other developed

markets by a large extent.

Source: data.worldbank.org

Factor 6: Population percentage

saved to start, operate, or expand

a farm or business (% age 15+)

India’s performance as compared to

global average is low. USA witnessed

a rise of 66.6% from 2014 to 2017

whereas India saw a rise of 43% only.

Source: Global Findex Database

Factor 7: Population percentage

with accounts in India

India has witnessed an exceptional

growth in period from 2014 to 2017,

surpassing global average. The first

step towards creating a financially

inclusive environment is to formalise

the individual transactions to a

recorded ledger.

Factor 8: Banking branches in

villages in India

In line with India’s financial inclusion

Source: Global Findex Database

target, the number of banks in rural

areas is increasing steadily.

Source: Reserve Bank of India

Factor 8: Banking branches in

villages in India

In line with India’s financial inclusion

target, the number of banks in rural

areas is increasing steadily.

Source: Reserve Bank of India

Factor 9: Population-wise

distribution of banks

India has equitable distribution of

banks in the rural, semi-urban, urban

and metropolitan areas.

[18]
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rankings do act as an indicator that

clears the air of

Source: Milken Institute

Source: Reserve Bank of India

Factor 12: SME’s access to Formal

Banking Channel

Small and Medium Enterprises are

the weakest link in Financial Inclusion

when it comes to Corporate Bank

clients. The unserved and uninformed

clients in India is the highest when

compared against other markets.

Source: data.worldbank.org

Factor 13: Firms with Savings

Account

Percent of firms with a checking or

savings account stands at 86.5% for

India, which is comparable to global

Source: Reserve Bank of India

Factor 10: Commercial bank

branches (per 100,000 adults)

Commercial bank branches per

100,000 adults has witnessed a

significant growth in the past decade

has gone past the global average,

however the number is significantly

lower than USA, Europe and Central

Asia.

Source: data.worldbank.org

Scenario for Institutional Clients

Factor 11: Access to Trade Credit

Services

For Institutional Clients, the access to

Trade Credit Insurance is a measure

of financial inclusion when it comes to

Import/Export services. Trade Finance

Related Services Revenue denotes all

the commission earned by banks in

India owing to overseas transactions

by Corporate Firms. Commission

amount is on an increasing spree.

Penetration is an area of concern.

[19]
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Source: World Bank

Asian countries at 27% and Central

Asia and Eastern Europe at 28%.

Factor 15: Firms using banks to

finance investments

Small Cap Industries are less likely to

use the formal banking channel as a

means to finance investment.

Source: World Bank Enterprise Survey 2017

Factor 16: Firms using banks to

finance Working Capital

Small Cap Companies are more

averse to using the formal banking

channel for day-to-day activities. Re-

investment of profits as working capital

average of 86.8% but is still lower than

many developing and under-

developed countries like Armenia,

Djibouti, Ethiopia, Ecuador and

Eritrea. The percentage is lowest for

medium cap industries in India.

Source: World Bank

Factor 14: Firms with access to

Line of Credit

Line of credit allows businesses to

meet working capital needs and/or

take advantage of strategic investment

opportunities, enhancing their growth

prospects. Only 21% of the firms in

India have access to line of credit

which is lower than average of South

[20]
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Peer-to-Peer Securities Lending

P2P Security lending connects

security lenders and borrowers via a

common technology platform, which

helps them access and select whom

they want to trade these securities

with. P2P lending opens up more

revenue streams for lenders,

borrowers, agents and more open

world trading options.

P2P Securities Lending as a service

is majorly aimed at SME’s & Rural

Investors. To implement the same, a

subsidiary of banks has to be

registered as a Non-Banking Financial

Corporation.

Current RBI Regulations in place

for Peer-to-Peer Securities Lending

• A rollover facility of three months

exists, and transactions are

charged at a rate of 2.5 percent,

payable to the NSE

• As of 1 January 2018, position

limits of borrowed shares have

been capped at 10 percent of the

free float capital of the company in

terms of the number of shares

• The RBI has also set out a

framework for a tri party repo

market to enable participants to

use underlying collateral more

efficiently

Current Scenario in P2P Securities

Lending Space

• The majority of securities lending

in India takes place through NSE.

• Asia's significant growth profile is

unlikely to change anytime soon,

according to PASLA

has become a better proposition.

Source: World Bank Enterprise Survey 2017

Factor 17: % Firms rate access to

finance as major obstacle

Though India has a smaller number of

firms which feel access to finance as

an obstacle, it is majorly due to paucity

of accurate & reliable information.

Source: World Bank Enterprise Survey 2017

[21]
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Conclusion

The Indian Economy is currently

facing a dual problem as banks do not

have adequate capital to lend given

low regulatory capital currently with

them & they are also not willing to

take risk given the amount of gross

NPAs with them currently. Given this

situation, P2P lending will allow

lenders to bring in more capital to the

system. Given that the terms offered

by lenders would be significantly more

lenient than local zamindars, it will

help self-employed people & farmers

get the necessary capital and boost

the growth of the Indian Economy

Proposed Scenario & advantages of

P2P Securities Lending in India

There is a need to allow securities

lending market to broaden. This would

ensure low administrative and over-

head costs. This also lowers the

complexity associated with borrowing.

This will streamline all the process like

reconciliation, order management of

securities, keeping record of collateral,

re-rate, and time duration. It will lead

to greater transparency and gives

lenders and borrowers more

opportunities to manage their risk and

their securities.

[22]
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MORTGAGE BACKED SECURITIES

type of escrow account wherein

payments of mortgages are collected

and pooled together to pass through

to the investors. CMOs contain

different tranches of pooled

mortgages wherein lower tranches

have a higher risk and higher

returns. Similarly higher tranches

have a lower risk but comparatively

have a lower rate of return.

Prepayment of mortgages presents a

risk to the investors. If the interest

rates fell then the owners of houses

would refinance their mortgages i.e.

they would take on new mortgages

at lower interest rates and would

then pay off their earlier higher rates

mortgages with the proceeds. This

results in a loss in the future interest

proceeds that investors of MBS

would have earned if the mortgage

would not have been prepaid

A Mortgage Backed Security (MBS)

is a type of Asset-Backed Security

under which the underlying asset is a

mortgage or a collection of

mortgages. An MBS is either issued

by a private financial enterprise, a

government enterprise or a

government-backed agency. It

provides an investor with the

opportunity to reap benefits of

mortgages business without ever

buying or selling a home loan. There

are two types of MBS:

• Pass-Through Mortgage

• Collateralised Mortgage

Obligations (CMOs)

Pass-throughs usually have a

defined maturity period but its life

can be shorter than the maturity

period depending on the principal

payments. These are structured as a

Source: Market Business News

CLASSROOM
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In “Cashflow Quadrant” Kiyosaki teaches

the four ways people make money:

Employee, Sole Proprietor, Business

Owner, and Investor. The biggest take

away from this book Is that we need to

move from the left side of the quadrant to

the right side of the quadrant as fast as

possible if we want to become wealthy.

Left side of the Cashflow Quadrant:

Employee – Desires job security, a

steady pay check, no financial risk, & the

benefits provided by their jobs

(retirement, insurance, time off, sick

days, etc.). Sense of entitlement is high

with employee, & they trade hours for

dollars. They also pay the highest tax rate.

Sole Proprietor – Is their boss and not

be dependent upon other people for their

financial security. These include doctors,

lawyers, and anyone self-employed. They

desire independence and tend to be

controlling, not trusting others to do the

work as good as they can. Their income
is tied directly to how much they work and

if they do not work, they don’t get

paid. They basically “own” a job.

Right side of the Cashflow

Quadrant:

Business Owner – Starts businesses

& hires employees to delegate as

much as possible. They work “on” the

business & find competent people to

work “in” the business. They desire to

create a business that can run on its

own without them. They focus on

building systems for business to

make money without them.

Investor –They desire to work less so

they can spend their time; however,

they want while not being tied down

to a job. Escapes high taxes by

deferring their taxes to a future date

or utilizes the IRS rules to pay the

lowest tax rate of all the other groups.

They receive 70% of their income

from investments and less than 30%

from a job

CASHFLOW QUADRANT
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

SUBSCRIBE
Get your own copy delivered to your inbox
Drop a mail at niveshak.iims@gmail.com

Thanks,
Team Niveshak

ALL ARE INVITED

Team Niveshak invites articles from participants from all B-Schools across India. We

are looking for original articles related to finance and economics. Participants can

also contribute puzzles and jokes related to finance and economics. References

should be cited wherever necessary. The best article will be featured as ”Article Of

The Month” and would be awarded cash prize of Rs. 2000/- along with a

certificate.

Instructions:

• Send in your articles before 30th June 2019 to niveshak.iims@gmail.com

• The subject line of the mail must be ”Article For Niveshak_<Title>”

• Do mention your name, your batch and institute name along with the article

• Please ensure that the article has a word count between 1500—2000

• Format: Microsoft Word; Font: Times New Roman; Size: 12; Line Spacing: 1.5

• Please DO NOT send PDF Files and stick to the format

• Number of authors is limited to 2 for each article

• Mention your mail id/blog if you want readers to contact you for further discussion

• Also certain entries which could not make the cut to the magazine will get

featured on our website.
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